FUNDRAISER FOR AILEY CAMP BALTIMORE

NOV. 1, 2017 - APR. 27, 2018

NO DONATION IS TOO SMALL. TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

AILEYCAMP is an innovative summer program for children ages 11-14 that uses disciplined dance training, creative communication, and personal development to help campers develop a respect for themselves and others that will meaningfully impact their lives. Since its inception in 1989, this vital program has reached thousands of children across the country. AileyCamp provides direction and hope to children who are in need of inspiration towards a bright future. Alvin Ailey believed that “dance is for everybody,” and was especially dedicated to using dance to enhance the lives of underserved youth. AileyCamp represents a vital continuation of Alvin Ailey’s vision, using the power of dance to enrich and positively alter the lives of children.

AILEYCAMP Baltimore at Towson University began in 2014. We currently serve 64 underserved middle school students who are encouraged to explore their budding identities. AileyCamp is a physically and mentally demanding program that uses disciplined dance training, creative communication, personal development, field trips and social activities to develop skills that impact their success. Each AileyCamper receives a full tuition scholarship, as well as uniforms and meals free of charge.

CREATIVE COMMUNICATION This class provides the opportunity for campers to exercise other artistic abilities and talents. Campers explore the visual arts and creative writing through different forms (poems, printmaking, dialogue, and journaling) based and developed on imaginative assignments. One of our favorite past projects was tutu making. The campers talked about tutus and their history within the art form. This project has been a huge success because each camper takes the time and care to build their own tutus. One group even performs in them in our closing performance. And of course, the tutus go home with the campers at the end of our camp session. Many supplies are needed not just for tutu making but for the other artistic projects that are assigned.